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In this study we observed teachers in 
schools where students had 
exceptional performance on the 
grade 9 Provincial achievement test 



What are some of the things that 
people attributed the students 
success to?



“We have the best math teacher at 
our school.”

a school principal
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“The parents in this community 

are very supportive.”
a teacher
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“The teacher provides an environment 
for learning; she facilitates good 

learning and she helps when asked.”
a parent
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“The teacher helps us 
understand; 

 she never gives up.”
a student
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We noted—
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THE COMMUNITIES—

were proud of their schools

were proud of their students and teachers

and valued hard work



THE STUDENTS—

took responsibility for their work 

worked hard

actively participated
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THE TEACHERS—
were passionate about mathematics

made mathematics real and relevant

made connections within mathematics and between 
mathematics and the physical world

cared about students’ mathematics knowing

had demanding instruction, both in terms of classroom 
behaviour and the level of mathematical thinking

used challenging content

had highly interactive lessons

were well prepared for teaching

reflected on their own teaching practices and 
assessed their own instruction

took ownership of the curriculum
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“Our teacher loves math.”

the teachers were passionate about mathematics
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“You mean the other class got this too?”

The teachers and students took ownership of the mathematics 

and made mathematics real and relevant



The child wants to attain competence in his own world of experience. 

He needs the co-operative guidance of a fully caring adult to 

accomplish this. The one-caring as teacher, then, has two major tasks: 

to stretch the student’s world by presenting in effect a selection of that 

world with which she is in contact, and to work co-operatively with 

the student in his struggle toward competence in the world. 

(Noddings, 1984, p. 178) 

The teachers cared about their students 

and they cared about mathematics
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“The teacher receives and accepts the student’s feeling toward the 

subject matter; she looks at it and listens to it through his eyes and 

ears. How else can she interpret the subject matter for him? As she 

exercises this inclusion, she accepts his motives, reaches toward what 

he intends, so long as these motives and intention do not force an 

abandonment of her own ethic.” Noddings, 1984, p. 177 
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“The teacher works with the student. 
He becomes her apprentice and gradually 
assumes greater responsibility in the tasks they 
undertake.” (Noddings, 1984, pp. 177–178) 

The instruction was demanding
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Youth can become addicted to challenging tasks. 

Successful video games are hard. Indeed there is a 
whole industry in gaming devoted to creating cheat 
sheets and online “tutoring” (see Johnson, 2005)

The mathematics content was challenging



“We talk about something different everyday. 
He asks the class to give answers.... 

It makes me listen more.”
the teaching was interactive 
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“When a teacher asks a question in class and a student responds, she 

receives not just the “response” but the student. What he says matters, 

whether it is right or wrong, and she probes gently for clarification, 

interpretation, contribution. She is not seeking the answer but the 

involvement of the cared-for.” (Noddings, 1984, p. 176)

attention to language
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“The heart of any teaching episode is the explanation of an idea 
or phenomenon.... Regardless of which type of teaching one is 

describing, explanations given or the construction of an 
explanation are fundamental to the learning 

process” (Leinhardt, 1988, pg. 56–57).

there was an attention to explanation 



“Teachers [need] to become aware of and regulate their 
own teaching strategies; that is, become researchers of 
their own practice. For this to occur teachers need to 

develop their own self-confidence with respect to 
mathematics and mathematics teaching” 

(Hoyles 1988, p. 164). 

Teachers were reflective and assessed their teaching practices



St. Al’s: Case study
http://www.education.gov.ab.ca/k_12/

curriculum/bySubject/math/teachpract.pdf



In summary: these 
teachers--



were committed to teaching students 
mathematics

placed high expectation on students

helped their students make mathematics real 
and relevant

taught challenging mathematics
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insisted students are active participants in 
the mathematics lessons 

went beyond the mandated curricular 
outcomes 

were well prepared for teaching

knew the mathematics they taught
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Project

http://www.education.gov.ab.ca/k_12/
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